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Abstract—An advanced series resistance model is developed
to accurately predict source/drain (S/D) series resistance of
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) in the
nanometer regime. The series resistance is modeled by dividing
into four resistance components named SDE-to-gate overlap,
S/D extension, deep S/D, and silicide-diffusion contact resistance
considering the nonnegligible doping-dependent potential re-
lationship in MOS accumulation region due to scaled supply
voltage, current behavior related to heavily doped ultra-shallow
source/drain extension (SDE) junction, polysilicon gate depletion
effects (PDE), lateral and vertical doping gradient effect of
SDE junction, silicide-diffusion contact structure, and high-
dielectric sidewall. The proposed model well characterizes unique
features of nanometer-scale CMOS and is useful for analyzing the
effect of source/drain parameters on CMOS device scaling and
optimization.

Index Terms—CMOS, high-k dielectrics, modeling, polysilicon
gate depletion effect, scaling, series resistance, specific contact re-
sistivity, transmission line model, ultra-shallow junction.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE to the considerable progress of CMOS technology
over the last two decades, scaling technology and de-

vice dimensions are approaching the fundamental physical
limitation of the nanometer regime [1], [2]. The international
technology roadmap for semiconductor (ITRS) roadmap [3]
predicts that the source/drain extension junction depth below
sub-50 nm CMOS will be scaled further down around 10 nm
to maintain acceptable short channel performance, but this
may lead to a high series resistance problem threatening the
ultimate device performance. Since source/drain engineering
of nanoscale CMOS for achieving low parasitic source/drain
series resistance as well as ultrashallow SDE junction is very
difficult and challenging technology, there is an increasing con-
cern about the series resistance that may be a serious limiting
factor for CMOS scaling into nanometer regime [4]–[6].

In order to minimize the series resistance and optimize
the source/drain structure, it is essential to understand the
relative contribution of resistance components on the total
series resistance and their dependence on the device/process
parameters prior to selecting the values of process/device
parameters such as implantation dose and energy, temperature
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budget, source/drain junction dimension, and silicide contact
parameters.

There have been many reports about the modeling and anal-
ysis on the S/D series resistance [5], [7]. However, most of the
models have not considered the extremely short channel de-
vice structures, which have parameters of less important in the
above sub-100 nm CMOS regime, so that these models fail to
accurately predict and analyze the series resistance as devices
become scaled down below 100 nm. Also, the analysis only
through the simulation is difficult to not only separate the S/D
structure regionally but also provide physical insight of device
parameters directly.

In this work, we present an advanced series resistance model,
which allows us to describe unique features of nanoscale CMOS
such as a scaled supplied voltage approaching 1.0 V or less,
ultrashallower source drain extension (SDE) junction structure
with higher doping concentration, polysilicon gate depletion ef-
fects (PDE), lateral and vertical doping gradient effect in SDE
junction, relatively enlarged sidewall length, silicide-diffusion
contact system, and high-dielectric sidewall effect.

II. M ODELING

The process and device simulations were performed using
SILVACO simulation tools. The contours of conduction cur-
rent density and doping concentration of 70 nm gate length
NMOSFET operated at the triode region are depicted in Fig. 1
where the contour of minimum current density is zero and its
increment is 1.25 10 A/cm . As shown in Fig. 1, the cur-
rent density contours show that most of the surface channel cur-
rent flowing through the accumulation layer spread out into the
whole neutral SDE junction region outside the depletion region
boundary and the portions of depletion width and silicide-diffu-
sion contact system in the SDE and deep junction are relatively
enlarged owing to shallower and smaller junction geometry.

Fig. 2 describes schematic representation of S/D structure and
its equivalent circuit for use in modeling the series resistance.
The series resistance can be divided into the four components,
overlap resistance ; extension resistance ; deep resis-
tance ; and silicide-diffusion contact resistance . Each
resistance component consists of the parallel or series combina-
tions of subresistance components according to the carrier con-
duction path and doping profiles.

In the regime of below 100 m channel lengths, the excessively
higher doping concentrations in the SDE and deep junction re-
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Fig. 1. Contours of conduction current density and doping concentration of
70 nm gate length NMOSFET under triode region operation where the contour
of minimum current density is zero and the increment is 1.25�10 A/cm .
The characteristics of ultrashallow S/D junction structure such as the increased
portion of depletion width, current flow spreading outside depletion boundary,
and a relatively enlarged silicide-diffusion contact system can be observed.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of source/drain structure for use in modeling
of series resistance and its equivalent circuit.

gion are expected between 10and 10 cm , and these crit-
ical high-doping ranges are difficult to fit with a simple power
function to get an accurate bulk mobility as a function of the
doping concentration. Therefore, the general empirical bulk mo-
bility model that covers entire doping range was used in this
model [8].

In addition to bulk mobility, the impact of the accumulation
layer mobility model is increasingly important as the device is
scaled below 100 nm gate length. The scattering mechanisms
of the accumulation layer such as screened Coulomb scattering

at low transverse field region and the carrier-carrier scattering
due to ionized impurities are different from that of the inver-
sion layer and should be properly modeled in the overlap layer
resistance to increase the accuracy of the model [9], [10]. We
employed the universal channel carrier mobility model whose
coefficients are adjusted to the experimental data of the accu-
mulation layer with high-doping levels [10], [11].

A. SDE-to-Gate Overlap Resistance

The percentage of SDE-to-gate overlap length in the gate
length is increasing up to 30 40% as the technology shrinks
down, making the overlap resistance more important and
bias dependent. The doping concentration in overlap region
is closely related to overlap resistance, because the current
spreading takes place due to the unavoidable doping gradient
and hence wider conduction paths and the accumulation carrier
charge density is dependent on the overlap doping concentra-
tion. Furthermore, since the lateral slope of overlap doping
profile is much more critical for controlling the short channel
effect as well as the device performance in the nanometer
regime, proper care should be taken with respect to the lateral
doping gradient in overlap region for accurately estimating the
overlap resistance and optimizing its structure [4], [5].

Most of the previous series resistance models and analyses
have assumed the exponentially sloped doping profile and the
constant accumulation charge density in the overlap region [5],
[7]. This is because the exponentially sloped doping profile
is simple and easy to derive the analytical formula. However,
the exponential doping profile requires fitting parameters for
adjusting doping slope and may be applicable only near the
vicinity of the metallurgical junction, so that it may produce
significant errors especially in the region not immediately
around the metallurgical junction as shown in Fig. 3. Moreover,
the assumption of constant surface accumulation charge density
by neglecting the doping-dependent surface potential varia-
tion considerably underestimate the overlap resistance in the
nanoscale CMOS with the scaled supply voltage approaching
1.0 V or less.

In this model, one-dimensional (1-D) Gaussian doping gra-
dient is assumed in the lateral direction of overlap region where
current accumulation and spreading occur. The vertical doping
gradient is not important because most of the accumulation and
spreading current are occurred due to the lateral doping gradient
of overlap junction as shown in Fig. 1.

The device has an accumulation layer in the entire surface
under gate oxide in the overlap region although there may be a
distant range where the induced carrier density is smaller than
the background doping level in the overlap region. Also, since
the SDE regions of nanoscale devices are very shallow junction
with high doping level and relatively large depletion width, the
current spreading can be assumed to start to flow into the neu-
tral bulk region out of the depletion boundary of SDE/substrate
junction as is observed from the simulated current density con-
tour in Fig. 1. As a result, the overlap resistance can be mod-
eled by the series and parallel combination of , , and

, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The overlap doping concentration,
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Fig. 3. Comparison of doping profiles and resistivity of overlap region
between proposed, Gaussian and conventional exponential approximation. The
exponential approximation requires fitting parameters for doping slope and
may produce significant errors especially in the region not immediately around
the metallurgical junction.

is expressed using-axis, in which the origin of -axis is
located at the gate edge as illustrated in Fig. 4(b) and given by

(1)

where is the maximum doping level at SDE region and
is the characteristic slope of overlap region.

is calculated with boundary condition that
where is the SDE-to-gate overlap distance and is the
substrate doping concentration near the metallurgical junction
region of overlap junction underneath gate oxide.

Also, it is important to consider poly gate depletion, surface
potential, and flat-band voltage in the carrier accumulation due
to the reduced operating voltage. Each potential drop is a part of
the applied gate voltage and a function of the overlap doping
profile

(2)

where and are the surface potential and the
flat-band voltage in overlap region, respectively, is the
accumulation charge in overlap region, is the gate-oxide
capacitance is the voltage drop across the poly due to
polysilicon band bending [12]. The polysilicon band bending is
expressed as

(3)

where and are the relative permitivity of silicon dioxide
and silicon, respectively, is the electronic charge, is
the electric field in gate oxide of overlap region, is the poly

Fig. 4. (a) Schematic diagram for modeling of SDE-to-gate overlap region
and (b) its Gaussian doping profileN in the lateral direction for overlap
resistance calculation and the exponential approximated doping profileN

near the vicinity of metallurgical junction for depletion width estimation.

doping concentration. The accumulation charge in overlap re-
gion is obtained from Poisson’s equation and Gauss’s theorem
as

(4)

where is the surface potential along thedirection in
overlap region, is the potential of neutral overlap re-
gion determined by the potential drop from ground source elec-
trode, , and is the
Debye length. The potential relationship of MOS structure in
overlap region becomes

(5)

Thus, for given device parameter values of gate supply voltage
, the oxide thickness , polysilicon doping concentration
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, and overlap-doping concentration , the surface po-
tential can be determined with simple numerical iteration.
The accumulation carrier density, is obtained as a function
of overlap distance or overlap doping profile by

(6)
Accordingly, the resistance components of accumulation layer,

and become as shown in (7) and (8) at the bottom of
the page. (see also (8), shown at the bottom of the page). respec-
tively, where is the universal channel accumulation carrier
mobility whose model coefficients are adjusted to accumulation
layer as mentioned earlier [10], [11].

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the current spreading is mod-
eled based on the depletion approximation. To calculate the
spreading resistance, we should find the depletion widths and
spreading angle. There are two depletion widths in overlap
region as indicated in Fig. 4. is the depletion width in
overlap region near the surface overlap/channel metallurgical
junction under the gate oxide and is the depletion width
near the vertically diffused SDE junction depth. They can be
found from the iterative solution with the simplified expression
of the diffusion profile having exponential slope that is gov-
erned only near the vicinity of the junctions (see Appendix A).
They also determine the current spreading angleby

(9)

where and are SDE junction depth and approximated
accumulation layer thickness [7], respectively. Most of the pre-
vious models assumed that the current spreads within the fixed
spreading angle for all S/D structures. In practice, however, the
current spreading depends on the variation of depletion widths
and junction geometry as modeled in (9), e.g., the shallower and
the longer SDE-to-gate overlap, the smaller spreading angle.
Therefore, this model is useful for characterizing various ge-
ometry and doping profile.

The incremental spreading resistance can be interpreted as

(10)

and from the assumption that the current diverges with
spreading angle as

(11)

the expression of the spreading resistance can be derived
as

(12)

where is the resistivity in the overlap region. The is
changed by the doping concentration and corresponding
bulk mobility along the overlap distance and given by

(13)

B. Source/Drain Extension Resistance

The modeling of the S/D extension resistance is depicted in
Fig. 5(a) and (b). The axis is defined from the SDE junc-
tion to the contact region and its origin is at the gate corner edge
point as shown Fig. 5(a). The surface region of the extension and
deep region can be modulated by high fringing field from the
gate edge, which would be pronounced in the future ultra small
device with possible use of the high-dielectric sidewall [13].
In this model, the fringing resistance inserted in parallel with
the extension resistance is taken into account to characterize the
fringing field effect on the surface extension region as shown in
Fig. 5(a). Using approximation of the uniform potential along
the gate edge region and SDE surface region, the fringing ca-
pacitance in the extension region, is obtained through
conformal transformation given in Appendix C [14]. Then, the
fringing resistance in SDE region can be calculated by iterative
solution of the potential relationship of gate/sidewall/Si system
which is similar to accumulation calculation and given by

(14)

where and are the sidewall length and the deep region
length, respectively, is the accumulation carrier density

(7)

(8)
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Fig. 5. (a) Schematic diagram for modeling of S/D extension region and (b)
its Gaussian doping profile in the vertical direction for extension resistance
calculation.

in the extension region induced by fringing field is the
mobility of the accumulation carrier induced by fringing field

and are the surface potential and the flat-band
voltage in extension region, respectively, is the voltage
drop across the poly due to PDE.

The uniform doping concentration of is defined in
the surface extension region within and subsequently, the
Gaussian diffusion, is assumed after uniform doping region for
describing junction tailing profile caused by transient enhanced
diffusion (TED) as shown in Fig. 5(b). Accordingly, the doping
concentration of the extension region is described by

for

for (15)

where are the vertical characteristic slope of the
extension region obtained from the boundary condition of

where is the SDE junction
depth and is substrate doping concentration underneath
SDE junction. The surface resistance in the extension region,

is easily obtained from the approximation of uniform
doping region within

(16)

where is the resistivity in the surface uniform doping region
of the extension junction.

The spreading resistance in the extension region, can
be modeled by vertically graded Gaussian doping profile and
spreading angle with the approximated depletion width cal-
culation of (see Appendix B)

(17)

where is

(18)

C. Deep Source/Drain Resistance

The lateral diffusion from the sidewall edge of deep S/D im-
plantation forms the S/D deep region as shown in Fig. 2(a). The
contribution of the deep resistance is relatively small in the total
series resistance because of the heavily doped deep junction. We
employed the average doping and the same spreading angle with

in the calculation of the deep resistance for simplicity as il-
lustrated in Fig. 6.

The modulation effect of the gate fringing field is negligible
in the surface deep region because practically, the deep region
is relatively long from gate edge as well as too heavily doped to
be modulated. The lateral encroachment of the silicide,
is included in the surface resistance of the deep region, since
it may not be ignored in the deep submicron MOSFET with
relatively large silicide area in shallower junction. The surface
resistance in the deep region, is the reciprocal of the
conductance obtained by integrating conductor segment from
surface to silicide depth as follows:

(19)

where is the resistivity of the deep region calculated by the
average doping concentration and is silicide thickness.

The spreading resistance in the deep region, is ob-
tained from the assumption of the identical spreading angle with
the extension region as in (20), shown at the bottom of the next
page.

D. Silicide-Diffusion Contact Resistance

The silicide-diffusion contact resistance is defined as the re-
sistance between the silicide contact and the diffusion layer un-
derneath the silicide layer. It strongly depends on the silicide
thickness, the doping concentration of deep junction region and
the silicide material, because the specific contact resistivity is
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Fig. 6. (a) Schematic diagram for modeling of deep S/D region and (b) its
radial doping profile for depletion width estimation.

determined by the active dopant concentration at the silicide/Si
interface, and Schottky barrier height as is given by [15]

(21)

where and are physical constants. can be obtained
from the Gaussian approximation of the deep junction doping
concentration in vertical direction and is described by

(22)

where is maximum doping concentration in deep junc-
tion, is peak location of the deep doping concentration,

is the vertical characteristic slope of the deep region
obtained in similar manner to SDE region.

Much work has been done on the analysis of self-aligned sili-
cide contact structure and reported that the 1-D transmission line

model (1-D-TLM) is useful and simple method to accurately de-
scribe the behavior of the silicide contact resistance even in the
nanoscale dimensions [16]–[18]. We adopted 1-D-TLM for an-
alyzing the effect of silicide parameters such as silicide thick-
ness, deep junction doping concentration, and Schottky barrier
height on the series resistance. The silicide-diffusion contact re-
sistance, can be expressed as

(23)

where is the effective contact length in the silicide contact,
is the contact transfer length defined as

where is the diffusion sheet resistance underneath silicide
layer. It can be seen in the simulation that the silicide-diffusion
contact structure has an additional current path at the side of
recessed contact region being parallel with current flow at the
contact under the silicide layer. However, although this current
flow increases with the increase of the silicide thickness due to
the increase of sidewall contact area, it has been reported that a
significant amount of current is still pushed into the lower part
of silicon region under the silicide [18]. Hence, the sidewall con-
tact resistance has a minor effect on the total silicide-diffusion
contact resistance and we exclude this side current effect in the
modeling of silicide-diffusion contact resistance to eliminate the
additional unexpected error.

E. Total Series Resistance

The total series resistance can be expressed by the summa-
tion of four series resistance components and each resistance
component comprises its parallel or series subresistance com-
ponents as follows

(24)

III. A PPLICATION TO SUB-100 NM MOSFETS

In order to verify and calibrate the proposed model, the de-
vice simulations were performed for three NMOSFETs with

(20)
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Fig. 7. Calibration results of the proposed model with simulation as a function
of gate bias.

different polysilicon gate lengths less than 100 nm. The device
structure parameters of each technology are chosen according to
the projections of ITRS road map [3]. Fig. 7 shows calibration
results of source/drain-side series resistances. The modeling re-
sults of total source-series resistances with gate biases are in
good agreement with simulation results except for the low gate
bias range near threshold voltage. The higher resistance of the
simulation in low gate bias may be attributed to the appearance
of a potential barrier in the overlap region due to the weak ac-
cumulation and subthreshold channel.

Fig. 8(a) and (b) show calculated potential distributions and
carrier densities of the accumulation layer as a function of SDE
overlap distance with different poly gate doping concentration
or modeling approach, respectively. The physical gate length
is 100 nm and the supply voltage is 1.2 V. The two devices
with different polysilicon gate doping exhibit different poten-
tial distribution as shown in Fig. 8(a) and the reduction in
due to lower polysilicon doping results in the degradation in ac-
cumulation carrier density as shown in Fig. 8(b). On the other
hand, the conventional approach without doping-dependent po-
tential drop and gate depletion effect shows constant carrier den-
sity behavior regardless of doping gradient, so that it is diffi-
cult to accurately analyze accumulation layer resistance with
different SDE doping abruptness and polysilicon gate doping
level for extremely short channel CMOS transistors of which the
SDE-to-gate overlap region is increasingly important for device
performance and scaling.

The exponential or Gaussian approximation with constant ac-
cumulation charge along the overlap surface neglecting overlap
doping gradient effect produces significant error in overlap re-
sistance as compared in Fig. 9. The proposed model successfully
characterizes the doping-dependent accumulation behavior and
PDE in the overlap region, while the previous approach: the
exponential doping approximation without PDE, doping gra-
dient-dependent potential sharing effect, underestimatesby
more than 20%.

IV. CONCLUSION

An advanced physical model is developed to predict S/D se-
ries resistance accurately and optimize S/D structure in below
100 nm CMOS regime. The total series resistance is modeled
by dividing into four resistance components to investigate the

Fig. 8. Comparison of (a) potential distribution and (b) accumulation carrier
density as a function of SDE overlap distance with different gate doping and
modeling conditions. Accumulation carrier degradation can be seen between
the devices withN = 3�10 cm andN = 1�10 cm due to PDE.

Fig. 9. Analysis of doping-dependent potential sharing effect on the overlap
resistance as a function of gate voltage for 70 nm and 100 nm NMOSFETs.
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relative contribution of each resistance component and its im-
pact on CMOS scaling. The Gaussian diffusion profiles without
fitting parameters for doping slope are assumed to minimize dis-
crepancy with real profiles in SDE and deep junction region. The
spreading resistances are modeled with current spreading angles
changed by junction geometries and depletion width variations.
The model considers the unique characteristics of nanometer-
scale CMOSFETs comprising ultrashallow SDE junction, SDE
doping gradient effect, increased portion of potential sharing
effect in MOS structure of accumulation layer, and the crit-
ical parameters associated with silicide-diffusion contact be-
havior. The proposed model is verified and calibrated with sim-
ulations for nanometer gate-length MOSFETs scaled according
to ITRS roadmap and shows much accurate estimation and im-
proved characterization for series resistance as compared with
conventional approach. The proposed model is well suited for
the understanding of the impact of various device parameters
on the source/drain series resistance and the optimization of
nanometer-scale CMOS.

APPENDIX A
CALCULATION OF DEPLETION WIDTHS, , AND IN

DIFFUSEDSDE JUNCTION

To find depletion width in SDE overlap region of Fig. 4,
the simplified expression of the diffusion profile describing in
the vicinity of the metallurgical junction can be used as illus-
trated in Fig. 4(b) with an exponential slope as

for (25)

where is the characteristic slope of the doping profile
near the metallurgical junction. The exponential slope
can be determined from the assumption that the exponential
doping profile in (25) has a slope identical to Gaussian
profile in (1) near the metallurgical junction, that is,

where is arbitrary point in SDE overlap
region near the metallurgical junction. Then becomes

(26)

The slope of (26) does not hold for whole SDE diffusion region
but is meaningful only in the vicinity of the metallurgical junc-
tion, since the depletion region has a limited penetration near
the junction and the profile needs to be accurate in the limited
region of actual depletion region. Thus the SDE/substrate junc-
tion can be approximated to a one-sided exponentially graded
p-n junction in the vicinity of the metallurgical junction as il-
lustrated in Fig. 4(b) and the depletion region width can be
found from an iterative solution of

(27)

and

(28)

where is the depletion region on the substrate region and
is the built-in voltage of p-n junction between SDE re-

gion and substrate region. Similarly, the depletion region width,
in SDE region of Fig. 4 can be also found with the ap-

proximation of one-sided exponentially graded
junction.

APPENDIX B
CALCULATION OF DEPLETION WIDTH IN DIFFUSED

DEEPJUNCTION

Consider the semicircular edge of the diffused deep junction
as shown in Fig. 6. To obtain , the approximation is made
by introducing the radial Gaussian distribution of the diffusion
profile with circular coordination of which the origin is located
in the maximum peak doping point of as illustrated
in Fig. 6. In circular coordination, the doping concentration
and its junction depth become

(29)

and

(30)

where is the characteristic slope of radial deep junction
profile given by

(31)

which is obtained from the boundary condition that
.

The doping concentration in the vicinity of the metal-
lurgical junction is simplified by exponential function as

for (32)

and its characteristic slope of the doping profile near
the metallurgical junction can be found in the similar manner
with SDE junction case. Accordingly, the depletion width
in radial direction can be found from an iterative solution of

(33)

and

(34)

where is the depletion width on the substrate region and
is the built-in voltage of deep p-n junction. Then, the de-

pletion width, in diffuse deep junction can be calculated by

(35)
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Fig. 10. Mapping method for calculating sidewall fringing capacitance.
(a) Structure of the drain side of surface SDE region with sidewall. (b)
Transformation of (a) into u-v plane. (c) Move the origin of (b) to the center
of CD segment.

APPENDIX C
CALCULATION OF FRINGING CAPACITANCE USING

CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATION

Consider the drain side of surface SDE region being influ-
enced by fringing gate field through sidewall dielectric as illus-
trated in. Fig. 10. The thickness of thin gate oxide is, and the
SDE region has a length of . The effect of the fringing
field on the surface deep region is negligible because the deep
region has too large doping and long distance from gate edge
to be modulated. The potential both along the gate edge region
and the SDE surface region can be approximated to be constant.

The structure in Fig. 10(a) is transformed into the structure in
Fig. 10(b) by the conformal transformation [14] given by

(36)

where , and , define the complex plains. To obtain the
capacitance between DE and BC segments, we may move the
origin to the center of the CD segment as redrawn in Fig. 10(c),
and then the fringing capacitance in the SDE region is
calculated by integrating a half circle with radiusfrom point
C to B as

(37)

where is the permittivity of the sidewall dielectric and

(38)

This assumption of constant potential in SDE surface region
may cause the fringing capacitance in the SDE region to be over-
estimated and need a correction factor to get a closer value. But
since the drain bias is very low and the difference between sim-
ulation and calculation results is found to be fairly acceptable
for resistance calculation, we use (37) without correction factor
for analyzing the effect of high-k sidewall dielectric on series
resistance by neglecting the potential variation in SDE surface
region.
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